NEWS RELEASE

Telxius Selects Interxion: A Digital Realty Company To
Enhance Connectivity Between The US And Paris with
Dunant
3/24/2021
- New 6,600 km cable is the rst subsea cable since 2005 to connect the US and France, removing barriers to digital
transformation posed by data gravity
- Telxius will extend its Dunant subsea cable at Interxion's highly interconnected Paris campus
PARIS and MADRID, March 24, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Interxion: A Digital Realty Company (NYSE: DLR) and leading
European provider of carrier- and cloud-neutral colocation data centre solutions, has signed an agreement with
TELXIUS, the leading neutral telecommunications infrastructure operator, to enable direct interconnection for the
Dunant subsea cable at Interxion Paris, France.
Dunant is the rst new subsea cable connecting France and the US for the last 15 years and is one of a new
generation of transatlantic subsea cables being deployed to meet demand for increased capacity and enhanced
resilience in global network infrastructure. Telxius' capacity on Dunant will extend the reach and capacity of
PlatformDIGITAL®, Digital Realty's global data centre platform. The new direct connection between Northern
Virginia and Paris gives enterprises greater resiliency, exibility and performance as they look to interconnect
work ows globally and deploy hybrid IT solutions at these key centres of data exchange.
Interxion's Paris campus is one of the world's leading digital business hubs comprising seven data centres, and is
currently undergoing major expansion with the construction of the Interxion Paris Digital Park. Interxion
customers in all existing and planned data centres can interconnect seamlessly to Telxius' network capacity on
Dunant.
"Ensuring our customers can easily access the services we provide over Dunant is key for us. By extending the
Dunant capabilities directly into Interxion in Paris, we make it more e cient and simpler for customers to
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interconnect onto the system, while at the same time integrating it with the internet highways connecting Paris to
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Madrid and Marseille. Telxius also provides direct Marea backhaul capacity from its Derio
Communications Hub in Bilbao to Paris, Madrid and Virginia Beach. It means that, in combination with our existing
transatlatic capacity on the Marea subsea cable system, Telxius now supports customers with state-of-the-art,
diverse routes across the Atlantic," explains Carlos Casado, Head of EMEA Sales, Telxius, Cable Business.
"The next-generation connectivity that Telxius o ers to our customers via Dunant will greatly enhance the ability of
PlatformDIGITAL® to help enterprises overcome the transatlantic data gravity barriers inhibiting their digital
transformation goals. Telxius' ultra-high capacity services, improved communication reliability and faster network
performance to the U.S. are now available directly from our Paris digital business hub," says Fabrice Coquio,
Managing Director of Interxion France.

About Interxion: A Digital Realty Company
Interxion: A Digital Realty Company, is a leading provider of carrier- and cloud-neutral data centre services across
EMEA. With more than 700 connectivity providers in over 100 data centres across 13 European countries, Interxion
provides communities of connectivity, cloud and content hubs. As part of Digital Realty, customers now have access
to 47 metros across six continents. For more information, please visit interxion.com or follow us on LinkedIn and
Twitter.

About Digital Realty
Digital Realty supports the world's leading enterprises and service providers by delivering the full spectrum of data
center, colocation and interconnection solutions. PlatformDIGITAL®, the company's global data center platform,
provides customers a trusted foundation and proven Pervasive Datacenter Architecture PDx™ solution
methodology for scaling digital business and e ciently managing data gravity challenges. Digital Realty's global
data center footprint gives customers access to the connected communities that matter to them with more than
280 facilities in 47 metros across 24 countries on six continents. For more information, please visit
digitalrealty.com or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.

About Telxius
Telxius is a leading neutral telecommunications infrastructure operator with an extensive tower and submarine
cable portfolio. It has more than 34,000 sites, including the German deal announced in June 2020 and the
commitment of new deployments in Germany and Brazil. The sites are located in Europe and Latin America: more
than 75% in Spain and Germany, and the rest in Brazil, Peru, Chile and Argentina. Moreover, Telxius operates an
international high-capacity ber optic submarine cable network, to reach 90,000 km in 2021, with two of the largest
capacity systems in the world, MAREA and BRUSA. Telxius provides exible solutions, contributes to creating
collaboration agreements in the sector and facilitates global communications to businesses. For more information,
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please visit telxius.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements which are based on current expectations, forecasts and
assumptions that involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual outcomes and results to di er materially,
including statements related to the Dunant subsea cable, our Paris campus, the European and French metros,
PlatformDIGITAL® and the global exchange of data. For a list and description of risks and uncertainties, see the
reports and other lings by the company with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The company
disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise.
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